
NEXCOM Accelerates Data Throughput with
NVIDIA SmartNIC Silicon Enabled

NL 110FM-OS leverages the award-

winning NVIDIA® ConnectX®-6 Dx

SmartNIC silicon

FREMONT, CA, USA, July 12, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In response to

rising demand for increased bandwidth

of network traffic, NEXCOM, a leading

supplier of network appliances, has

released a compact single-port 200GbE

network interface card (NIC). NL

110FM-OS leverages the award-

winning NVIDIA® ConnectX®-6 Dx

SmartNIC silicon and a PCIe Gen4

interface that doubles the speed of

data transfer, compared with the

previous generation PCIe standard. The

network connection is enabled through one QSFP56 port to utilize double-bit PAM4 data

transmission, and the NIC card is compatible with NEXCOM’s latest rackmount network

appliances.

By adopting the latest

200GbE NIC card powered

by ConnectX-6, our

customers can significantly

increase the throughput of

their servers and pivot to

massive data processing

without much effort”

Peter Yang, President of

NEXCOM

The sheer volume of data traveling over the IT network

leaves service providers no other choice but to adjust to

the new reality. One of the ways to solve the problem is to

increase the number of servers and another is to migrate

to more compact solutions based on the latest

technologies. The first method will require purchasing

additional servers, leading to maintenance personnel

expansion and energy consumption growth, whereas the

second method is simply to increase the bandwidth of

existing network nodes. This latter option provides a

greener solution and should be preferable for all CSPs

whether or not they have environmental concerns in

reducing their carbon footprint.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.nexcomusa.com/Products/network-and-communication-solutions/cyber-security-solutions/lan-module/nl-110fm-os-lan-module
https://www.nexcomusa.com/Products/network-and-communication-solutions/cyber-security-solutions/lan-module/nl-110fm-os-lan-module


NEXCOM’s 200GbE NIC card increases the overall speed of a node on the network. NL 110FM-OS

features one QSFP56 port to enable double-bit data transmission via a new signal modulation

format called PAM4. This allows 200 gigabits per second of data traffic in each direction using a

single 4-lane copper or fiber cable. The NVIDIA ConnectX-6 Dx SmartNIC provides more value-

added features, including advanced networking and security to accelerate mission-critical

applications. Thus, NL 110FM-OS is perfectly fit for security, virtualization, SDN, NFV, big data,

machine learning, storage, and network performance testing and emulation.

“By adopting the latest 200GbE NIC card powered by ConnectX-6, our customers can significantly

increase the throughput of their servers and pivot to massive data processing without much

effort,” said Peter Yang, President of NEXCOM. “We have a long history of working with NVIDIA on

the adaptation of previous generation LAN controllers and are looking forward to our next

successful joint projects.” 

“Data centers are being transformed by the growing demands of next-generation architectures

required for massive hyperscale clouds and AI workloads,” said Eunice Chiu, VP, Sales and GM

Taiwan at NVIDIA. “NVIDIA’s networking platform equips innovators such as NEXCOM to

supercharge networking performance for the next wave of breakthrough data center

applications.”

For more product information, pls visit NEXCOM website.

About NEXCOM

Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan, NEXCOM integrates its diverse capabilities

and operates six global businesses, including the Network and Communication Solutions (NCS)

unit. NCS focuses on the latest network technology and helps to build reliable network

infrastructure, by delivering professional design and manufacturing services for customers all

over the world. NCS’s network application platform is widely adopted in Cyber Security

Appliance, Load Balancer, uCPE, SD-WAN, Edge Computing, Storage, NVR, and other network

applications for businesses of all sizes.
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